
 

                                                   
Date:_______   (Judge 2 of 3)        Famous Speech Evaluation                  2013 Shem McCullough                   
Speaker:__________________________________________________________________________________  

Grounds for Disqualification (DQ): starting over, going over 6:20 in length, or any inappropriate content 
School (check one):__Auburndale   __ Aug. Ramirez       __Cesar Chavez      __Citrus Hills         __Corona Fundamental     

__El Cerrito            __ Norco           __Raney        __River Heights      __ Other = ____________________ 

 

Directions:1) circle the score in parenthesis 

     2) write # of points in box 

              3) add scores/write total # of points in                  
                      the total points box to the right                                          Total Points from Judge 2  

VII. Personal Intro./Conclusion: 
……………………………………..………..……Total Personal Intro./Conlusion score out of 5 points=    
 

Greeting (good afternoon etc.)…………………………………………...…………….No =(0)….Yes =(1) 

Name……………………………………………………………...……………………No =(0)….Yes =(1) 

Title or Topic…………………………………………………………………………...No =(0)….Yes =(1) 

Above three were excellent  (great volume, enunciation, & inflection)…………....….No =(0)….Yes =(1) 

Thanked audience to conclude speech………………………………………………....No =(0)….Yes =(1) 

 

VIII. Content: 

…………………………………………………………………………Total content score out of 15 total points=   

A. FIRST SENTENCE (hook) – Interesting-attention grabbing first sentence (circle one score):  

 (Choose one below that describes opening sentence)  

 (1) humorous, (1) mysterious, (1) action, (1) interesting question, (1) shocking, (0) none of these    

 

B. INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH- Did the speaker provide (circle ALL that apply): 

 (1) famous speaker’s name, (1) date of original speech, (1) place of original speech (0) none of these 

 

C. INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH (circle one score): 

 Speaker gives reason what prompted famous speaker to recite his/her famous speech. 

…………………………………..……...........................no =(0)….…somewhat (1)……..yes = (3)       

  

D. Excerpt of famous speech was the following length:    

  (0) less than 1:31     (1) 1:31 – 2:00   (3) 2:01 – 2:30   (5) 2:31+  

     * If unsure when the famous speech begins and when it ends then give a score of (1) 
E. Speaker provided famous speaker’s: (circle ALL that apply to the conclusion paragraph) 

 (1) main point,  (1) impact on society or the student, (1) memorable ending, (0) none of these  
    

IX. Pronunciation 

 …………..…… ...........Subpar/None = (0)............Avg. =(1)…..….Good = (2)….Excellent = (2.5) 

                                               3+ mistakes                               2 mistakes               1 mistake             no mistakes 

 

 


